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Technical Features: 

1. This Hydraulic Spring Compressor is designed and construded for any type of
Spring Shock Absorbers from 078mm to 0182mm to be compressed. even
tapered ones, ensuring rapid and safe work.

2. It is a time-saving tool over 50% time-saving compared to the mechanical tools.
3. This tool can be used "on-the-ea�' or "off-the-car." It is highly portable.
4. Simple, safe and easy-to-use.
5. 1 pair of shoes from 078 to 0130mm and 1 pair of shoes from 0105 to 0182mm

are equiped. 
6. Different optional shoes are available as well according to customers equirement.

Operation: 

The special steel casted and heat-treated jaws are designed to fit securely 
around the spring and protect the spring from damage. The built-in safety 
lip prevents slipping. 
Once you have decided which shoes to use, just fixed them to the piston, 
insert the tool on the spring ensuring that it fits tightly against the shoes. 
Press the pump lever and the spring will compress slowly until it is fully 
released. Unfasten the valve knob.for removal. On some types of cars it is 
advisable to position the two shoes directly onto the spring first. Then secure 
the piston on the positioned shoes and proceed with your work. 

Specification: 

Capacity ... Max compressive tension 16501bs (4 ton hand-pump included) 
Maximum extension............ 260mm 
Retracted dimension ........... 100mm 
Rod travel........................... 100mm
Ship weight......................... 23 Kg 
Packing size ........................ 60 x 19 x 25 cm
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SPRING COMPRESSOR 

1650LBS 
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